Introduction

The expansive Chuo University Tama Campus is located in western suburbs of Tokyo and there are 3 other campuses in central Tokyo. During our 134-year history, Chuo today has developed into a comprehensive university with 8 faculties, 7 graduate schools, and 9 research institutes, and has partnership agreements with 192 universities and research institutions. In Thailand, there are Chuo’s 5 partners, overseas hub (Chuo-Thammasat Collaboration Center), and Facebook page. (https://www.facebook.com/chuo.thammasat)

Come join us at Chuo and open the door to your future!

มหาวิทยาลัยชูโอ มาร่วมกับเราที่มหาวิทยาลัยชูโอละเปิดประตูไปสู่อนาคต!

Major activities

CHUO VISION 2025

Marking over 130 years since its foundation, Chuo University has released Chuo Vision 2025, a ten-year development plan with key elements aimed at promoting global initiatives. Based on the spirit of the University founders, Chuo is committed to a tradition of global excellence focused on fostering global professionals through programs offered in conjunction with major-subjects, such as the Faculty-Linkage Programs (FLP), international double-degree programs, and international joint research networks. Furthermore, Chuo is firmly committed to promoting inbound and outbound study opportunities, by establishing courses and programs taught in English, developing residences for foreign and Japanese students, enhancing international scholarships, reviewing the semester system, and strengthening student career support in order to accept 1,000 international students per year by 2025.

2 new faculties: Faculty of Global Management and Faculty of Global Informatics established April 2019

【Faculty of Global Management】
The Faculty fosters active global business leaders in a global inclusive society. The curriculum aims to equip students with expertise on management and global communication skills. Furthermore, the Faculty provides an English-based degree program, more than 70% of courses taught in foreign languages (mainly in English) and, Fall semester enrollment.

【Faculty of Global Informatics】
The iTL Faculty is stepping forward to embrace the demands of the AI and IoT era. It equips individuals with unique problem solving skills based on synergistic knowledge of IT – INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (information systems) and the ability to manage information with LAW.

Global Building/International Residence Hall at the Tama Campus opens April 2020!

With the goal of promoting a global environment and education, as well as providing support for greater numbers of incoming foreign students and visiting researchers, Chuo University is establishing an on-campus international complex—the Global Building and the International Education Residence Hall. The Global Building will be equipped with facilities that enable global education and research, while the International Education Residence Hall will provide a mixture of educational and living facilities on campus. This new living and research complex will allow Chuo University’s home students and visiting foreign students to learn about each other’s cultures and customs, and thereby provide them with opportunities for developing expansive and cosmopolitan perspectives.